
 

 
 
 
 

Head of Marine Insurance (m/f/d) 
 

Are you passionate about the shipping industry? 
Are you an expert in marine insurance and interested to be part of a truly global business? 

Then, this opportunity with a leading shipping line located in Singapore is made  

for you! 
Shipping business is fast paced, energetic and important for the world economy. Risk mitigation and proper protection 
contributes to a safe and environmentally friendly ocean transport. Professional claims handling in the interest of parties 
concerned is of utmost importance. This requires a passion for the maritime industry, marine insurance expertise, commercial 
sense, negotiation skills and basic legal knowledge. Skills and expertise you bring along? 

To strengthen the insurance team we are seeking a Head of Marine Insurance for one of the leading shipping lines in the 
container and MPP segment operating out of Singapore.  

You can expect an interesting and challenging role with a high level of independency and responsibility in a professional,  
friendly, multicultural and modern working environment. A lean organization ensures quick decision-making processes; a 
structured onboarding process is common and part of the overall HR policy. 

Your job responsibilities:  

§ Manage all marine insurance claims including Hull & Marine, Crew, Cargo, P&I claims and related 
§ Provide thought leadership, recommendations, strategies and procedures to Management and stakeholders in 

approaches to marine insurance claims and coverage  
§ Partner with stakeholders, including commercial team to handle and resolve marine claims matters and disputes   
§ Lead P&I initiatives and continuous improvement in claims processing and procedures, including collaboration with 

stakeholders on awareness and training on marine insurance exposure and mitigation of risks, automation and or 
digitalization of claims process and documentations 

§ Effective negotiation and renewal of marine insurance  
§ Provide guidance to team on marine insurance claims procedures and approaches, including ensuring team comply 

with cases window period, proper documentations, appointment of surveyor / third party investigators, 
interpretations of policy / contract / claims clauses  

§ Effective supervision and development of the team of marine professional to ensure smooth operations of claims 
matters 

§ Assist with any other works as assigned by supervisors  

What you bring along:  

§ Degree with at least 15 years relevant experience in a global firm, with a ship owner / ship management firm 
§ Strong work knowledge in managing complex maritime claims and incidents 
§ Prior experience as Master Mariner will be advantageous  
§ Hands-on person with strong stakeholders management and negotiation skills  
§ Proven leadership skills, resilient, possesses a sense of urgency and work well under demanding timeline 
§ Highly adaptable and self-driven  
§ Role will involve commitment beyond official hours at times due to job nature  

What you can expect: 

§ An interesting role with a high level of independency and responsibility 
§ A lean organization with quick decision making processes and a professional and friendly team 
§ A structured onboarding and training process 
§ A modern working environment in the thriving maritime hub Singapore 
§ A competitive salary 

 How to apply: 
Please submit your electronic application together with a CV and supporting documents to Imrecke Consulting GmbH to  
following email address:      info@imrecke-consulting.de 
Or, in case of queries please contact Matthias Imrecke via +49-172-4157271 

Imrecke Consulting GmbH  I  Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 3  I  25479 Ellerau  I  Germany 
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